
2023/24 Estevan Bruins  
CALCUTTA SHOOTOUT 

Saturday, January 20th, 2024 Affinity Place 

The annual Estevan Bruins shootout will take place following the home 
game vs Melfort on Saturday, January 20th at Affinity Place. Participating 
in the shootout will be the two Bruins’ goaltenders, 21 Bruins skaters, and 
potential ‘mystery’ shooters. 

50% of the total amount (fundraising portion) will be donated towards 
the Estevan Bruins. The remaining 50% of the total (prize portion) will be 
divided up between five winners. Percentages listed below. 

BIDDING RULES 
- Bids will commence at 6:00pm on January 20th, 2024 and remain open 
until the start of the 3rd period.
- Minimum $50 for each bid sheet.
- Those who are successful in “buying” a player must be prepared to pay 
for their purchase in full before the shootout begins.
- There will be only one winning bid per shooter. For goaltenders,
there are three categories to be purchased for each (6 total): 
Above .800Sv%, Between .700 - .800Sv%, Below .700Sv%. There will be 
only one winner for each goaltender.

SHOOTOUT RULES 
ROUND 1: Each shooter will take two shots, one on each goaltender. 
Anyone who scores one goal will advance to Round 2. Anyone who scores 
two goals will advance to Round 3. Anyone who fails to score will be 
eliminated from the competition. 

ROUND 2: Each shooter will take two shots, one on each goaltender. 
Players tied with the most amount of goals will advance to Round 3. 
Anyone who fails to score will be eliminated from the competition. 
a) If no one scores in Round 2, and there are at least three shooters
already in Round 3, the competition advances to Round 3.
b) If no one scores in Round 2, and there are less than three shooters
already in Round 3, then there will be another ‘tie-breaking’ round in



Round 2 to determine who finishes 3rd (if there are 2 shooters already 
advanced) or who finishes 2nd and 3rd (if there is only one shooter 
advanced, they finish 1st). 
c) If only one shooter has previously advanced to Round 3, and only one
shooter scores in Round 2, those two shooters will wait and shoot again in
Round 3 to determine 1st and 2nd. But first, there will be a “tie-breaking”
round between the shooters who failed to score in Round 2 to determine
who finishes 3rd.

ROUND 3: The scoring totals revert to zero and the remaining shooters 
will take two shots, one on each goaltender. 
a) If only one shooter scores on both shots, they finish 1st. In this case, if
only one other shooter scores on one shot, they finish 2nd and there will
be a “tie-breaking” round to determine 3rd.
b) If only one shooter scores on one shot, they finish 1st. Then there will
be a “tie-breaking” round to determine 2nd and 3rd.
c) If only two shooters score on both shots (or on one shot), they will
advance to the next round to determine 1st and 2nd. If only one other
shooter scores on one shot (if the previous two score on both), he finishes
3rd. In any other case, there will be a “tie-breaking” round to determine
3rd.
d) If three or more shooters score the same amount of goals (one or two),
they all advance to the next round. The others are eliminated.

ROUND 4 (5 & 6 if necessary): The format in Round 3 continues until 
1st, 2nd and 3rd overall are decided. 

WINNERS & PAYOUTS 


